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This article examines the stories of Braceros, Mexican contract workers who participated in an
international labor agreement between the United States and México between 1942 and 1964. The
stories Braceros tell challenge some conventional historiographical notions that they were powerless
agents and victims of exploitative labor practices. The stories shed new light regarding the kinds of
agency and power Braceros actually displayed in negotiating certain circumstances specific to their work.
Ángel: Prisciliano de La Cruz y yo nos
conocimos en el 1941 cuando teníamos seis
años y éramos alumnos de primaria en la
escuela rural en rancho de San Felipe, en el
norte de México en el estado de Nuevo León.
La escuela fue construida como parte de una
iniciativa rural del Presidente Lázaro
Cárdenas durante los años treinta. Prisciliano
y yo formamos una buena relación de amistad
como niños y vivimos experiencias juntos que
durarían una vida entera aunque sólo
estuvimos juntos un año en la escuela.

Angel: Prisciliano de la Cruz and I met in
1941, when we were six years old and
primary school students in a rural school in
the village of San Felipe, in the northern
Mexican state of Nuevo Leon. Our school
was built as part of President Lázaro
Cardenas’ rural development initiatives of the
1930s. Prisciliano and I formed a strong bond
as kids and shared experiences that would
last a lifetime, even though we spent time
together only during that one year in school.

Prisciliano: Ángel, tú me protegías de los
otros niños.

Prisciliano: Angel, you used to protect me
from the other kids.

Ángel: Esta es una memoria que él recuerda.
El dice historias de cómo por los años,
después que su familia se fue del rancho y
después él vino de Bracero a los Estados
Unidos como Bracero en 1958, el siempre se
acuerda de nuestra amistad.

Angel: This is one fond memory he recalls. He
also tells stories of how through the years,
after his family left the ranch, and later he
came to the United States as a Bracero in
1958, he often recalls thinking of our
friendship.

Prisciliano: Me gustaba tu manera de ser,
Ángel, tu personalidad. Por eso, y porque me
protegías, yo creo por eso me acordaba de ti
seguido.

Prisciliano: I liked your way of being, Angel,
your personality. That, and because you
protected me, that’s why I often thought of
you.

Ángel: Yo también me acordaba de él en
ocasiones durante todos estos años.
Prisciliano y no nos vimos en casi 70 años
hasta el año pasado por fortuna nos

Angel: I too remembered him occasionally
through the years. Prisciliano and I did not
see each other for almost 70 years, until this
past year when by mere fate we reunited
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reconciliamos por conocidos que los dos
teníamos. Cuando nos volvimos a ver fue
porque yo estaba en medio de las entrevistas
a los Braceros para el proyecto de historias
orales, un programa entre Estados Unidos y
México que tuvo lugar desde 1942 hasta
1964. Por más de casi doce años he trabajado
como investigador en la comunidad ayudando
a la escuela preparatoria y a los estudiantes
de universidad en sus trabajos de
investigación y porque dos de mis hijos son
profesores en la universidad, que utilizan mis
talentos para sus tareas de investigación.

through mutual acquaintances. When we
reconnected, it was because I was in the
middle of conducting an oral history project
of Braceros, a program between the United
States and México that took place between
1942 and 1964. For more than a dozen years
I have worked as a community based
researcher assisting high school and
university students in their research projects
and because two of my sons are university
professors who use my skills for research
projects.

Yo no tengo entrenamiento en la universidad,
al contrario, mi educación formal está
solamente en esa escuela rural en San Felipe
que sólo fue hasta cuarto año de primaria.
Pero yo era un estudiante serio y después de
muchos años trabajando en la agricultura, me
retiré a una vida de investigador en la
comunidad trabajando con maestros en las
escuelas, estudiantes y profesores de la
universidad en su búsqueda de buenas
historias de mexicanos que jamás se han
dicho: historias como la de Prisciliano y la de
mi hermano Charro, y muchas más que me
han asignado.

I don’t have university training; to the
contrary, the extent of my formal education
was confined to that rural school in San
Felipe, which extended only to the fourth
grade. But I was a serious student, and after
years as an agricultural laborer, I retired to
the life of a community based researcher,
working with public school teachers,
students, and university researchers in their
quest to find the good stories of mexicanos
that have never been told: stories such as
Prisciliano’s, and my brother Charro’s, and
many more that I was charged with finding.

Yo no fui Bracero, pero sí venía mucho para
Estados Unidos en muchas ocasiones durante
los cincuenta como mojado, así nos llamaban,
o así nos llamábamos todo el tiempo. Pero yo
sé cómo encontrarlos. Este artículo se trata
de docenas de Braceros que yo encontré, y de
otros Braceros que encontraron los
estudiantes por sus familias. Este artículo se
trata de las lecciones que hemos aprendido de
ellos y de las experiencias de ellos como
Braceros. Hay muchos más Braceros viviendo
en el sur de Tejas que no hemos entrevistado
porque este proyecto es parte de un proyecto
que ha durado un año en la universidad en la
frontera de México y Tejas, y tuvimos una
fecha para terminar con el proyecto de
historias orales. Encontramos a los braceros,
los entrevistamos por medio de tecnología de
video y trascribimos las historias orales,
producimos un documental y trajimos a los

I was not a Bracero myself, though I did
travel to the U.S. on numerous occasions
during the mid to late 1950s as a “mojado,” as
we were called—or as we called ourselves—
all of the time. But I know how to find them.
This article is about the dozens of Braceros I
found, and others students found through
their own families. The article is about the
lessons we learned from them as well as their
experiences as Braceros. There are many
more Braceros living in South Texas that we
have not interviewed, because this research
project was part of a yearlong project at a
university along the Texas-Mexico border,
and we had a timeline to finish the oral
history project. We identified Braceros,
interviewed them through the use of video
technology, transcribed the oral histories,
produced a video documentary, and then
brought the Braceros and their families
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Braceros a una conferencia al fin del año.

together for an end of year conference.

Mi esposa y yo trajimos a nuestra familia a
este país en los sesenta. Criamos a nuestros
hijos en la frontera de Tejas y México,
visitando a nuestros pueblos mexicanos
durante los fines de semana y las vacaciones
pero siempre viviendo en el norte para que
nuestros hijos fueran a la escuela y luego a la
universidad. Nuestros hijos se hicieron
maestros y estoy contento al decir que el
enfoque de su trabajo y su forma de enseñar
siempre ha sido basada en sus experiencias
vividas. Su mamá y yo hemos sido parte de
eso y hemos estado contentos en participar
como investigadores en los proyectos de
nuestros hijos en varias ocasiones.

My wife and I brought our family to this
country in the 1960s. We raised our children
on the Texas Mexico border, spending some
time visiting our Mexican hometowns during
weekends and holidays, but always living on
the north side so that our children could go
to school and then the university. Our
children became teachers, and I’m happy to
say that their teaching approach has always
placed their lived experiences as a focal point
of how they do their work. Their mother and
I have been part of that, and we have been
happy to participate as researchers in our
sons’ projects on numerous occasions.

El proyecto de los Braceros es lo último en lo
que hemos trabajado y este trabajo es para
saber más de nosotros mismos, de nuestra
historia y de nuestro lugar en este país que
todavía estamos tratando de acostumbrarnos
a. Como los Braceros, continuamos viviendo
como transnacionales en nuestras
experiencias, en nuestra historia, cultura y
frontera social que es tanto real como
simbólica.

The Bracero oral history project is the latest
in which we have worked and this work is to
know more about ourselves, our history, and
our place in this country that we’re still
trying to get used to. Like the Braceros, we
continue living as transnationals in our
experiences, history, culture, and social
border that is both symbolic and real.

Prisciliano: Nosotros venimos de Braceros
para ayudarnos a nosotros mismos y a este
país.

Prisciliano: We as Braceros came to work, to
help ourselves, and to help this country.

Ángel: Prisciliano compartió muchas historias
conmigo y con nuestro equipo de
investigación durante el curso de la historia
oral, él siempre decía,

Angel: Prisciliano shared numerous stories
with our research team and me. During the
course of the oral history, he kept saying,

Prisciliano: “Mira nomás, Ángel, cómo no has
cambiado de tu manera de ser.”

Prisciliano: “Look, Angel, You haven’t really
changed your way of being.”

Ángel: Hemos aprendido muchas cosas de
Prisciliano, así como lecciones importantes de
los braceros en los que hemos conversado.
Aún un viejo como yo tiene mucho que
aprender y yo tengo mucho que enseñar
también y aprecio ser parte de este trabajo y
también lo aprecian los Braceros.

Angel: We learned many things from
Prisciliano, just as we’ve learned important
lessons from the Braceros we’ve engaged in
conversations. Even an old man like myself
has much to learn, and I have much to teach
as well. I appreciate being part of this work,
and so do the Braceros.
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Figure 1. Prisciliano de la Cruz y José Ángel Guajardo, courtesy of Francisco Guajardo

Road Map
Several university classes in a border institution collaborated between 2011 and 2012 with
elders from both sides of the Texas México border (see Figure 2) to construct a new narrative
about the Bracero program, the international labor agreement sponsored by the United States
and México between 1942 and 1964. Using oral histories and the creation of personal
narratives, undergraduate students, graduate students, and faculty worked with living Braceros
and other elders to engage Braceros and their families living on both sides of the border to
capture their stories and to make these stories public. A Mexican national with a 4th grade
education, Ángel Guajardo, who immigrated to the United States in the late 1960s, led this
research process on the Bracero program. Through that effort, he inspires our traditional
universities to move toward greater cultural, historical, and community responsiveness.
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We present a mosaic of this bi-national and border crossing experience that captures the
lives and stories of these public intellectuals. We also use pictures, poetry, music, art, murals,
conversations, and other artifacts and reflections to share this story with our readers. The work
has been grounded in a pedagogy that deliberately liberates the stories, the experiences and the
consciousness that has been latent in families for generations. This experience takes the reader
from Mexico, to Texas, into the rural parts of Arkansas, the South, the West and many other
places, as we privilege the stories of both hardship and celebration, and acknowledge that along
the border there lives a Great Generation of Brown Patriots.

Figure 2. Map of Rio Grande Valley. “Texas.” National Atlas. n.d. Web. 23 Sept. 2013.
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Historia y Labor
The Rio Grande Valley of South Texas has been the crossroads of social, cultural, economic,
and even transnational policy developments through the past several centuries. Álvar Nuñez
Cabeza de Vaca accidentally traversed the region in the early 1500s, as he negotiated relations
with numerous Indigenous groups; he counted as many as 33 tribes, as he described in his
Relación. More than two centuries later, José de Escandón’s planned expedition in the 1750s
engaged in persistent warring with Indigenous people in his effort to tame the region. A
century later, the historic 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo reshaped the political boundaries
between México and the United States. Another century later the border would find itself as a
crossroad through which the United States and México moved several million Mexican
workers as part of the Bracero program.
The Texas-Mexican Borderland has historically been a permeable border. The border
crossings of Don Ángel and Don Prisciliano constitute both formal and informal ways they
traversed the Rio Grande River, or the international border. For both, the movement was
natural, as they came in search of work and a better life for their families. The logic was simple:
there was work on the U.S. side of the border, and there were workers on the Mexican side.
From a macro perspective, the push/pull factors benefited both countries. México benefited
because the Bracero program, and employment generally on the U.S. side, relieved the
persistently high unemployment levels, particularly in the rural Mexican countryside. The U.S.
benefited from Mexican labor because it sought to fill a labor force that was partly vacated and
rerouted to serve in the war effort in the early 1940s. Both countries benefited, so both
continued the program until 1964, two decades past the war.
A Brief Overview of Policy
The bidirectional mobility continued during the first part of the 20th century and was
intensified by the global conditions of the times. From a policy standpoint, the Bracero
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program fit squarely within the spirit of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1917, as the
U.S. sanctioned Mexican temporary workers crossing the border to aide an agricultural
economy that needed help. The global sociopolitical context pushed for yet another agreement,
Public Law 78, which created the first Bracero program, and then a second Bracero agreement
was brokered between the countries that enacted Public Law 414, which called for the renewal
of Bracero labor between 1951 and 1964 (Craig 8).
The political players were multiple and varied—from partnering countries to families,
from farmers to labor unions, and from local political human rights advocates to economic
policy actors. The public policies that legitimized the Bracero programs were guided by values
consistent with free enterprise and individualistic systems of policy formation. The stories
Braceros shared during the course of this research shed a bright light on the political and policy
issues that shaped their experience as international workers. The stories herein delve into some
of those critical issues that include race relationships, basic human treatment, working
conditions, compensation for work, health insurance, and others.
The consumption of foreign labor by the United States is not a recent phenomenon, and
has had a deep and profound impact on the economic and industrial expansion of the United
States. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the demand to fill jobs in the mining, railroad,
and agricultural sectors of the economy increased considerably. Emilio Zamora notes that
“industrialization, especially the growth and expansion of agriculture, resulted in the first
large-scale immigration of Mexicans” (11). Due to Mexican nationals crossing the border in
search of employment, the consumption of Mexican labor by U.S. growers persisted
throughout the early 1900s. The original labor-contract program that actively sought imported
labor from México was enacted in 1909, and existed only for a brief period (G. Gonzalez 32). In
the same year, across the border, the United States government passed legislation that limited
severely Mexican immigration, yet was later revised due to the lobbying of cotton and sugar
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beet growers (G. Gonzalez 32). For the safety and protection of its workers, the Mexican
government passed legislation in 1917 that ensured safeguards for contracted emigrant
workers entering the United States, while ordering border officials to discourage the departure
of workers without contracts (García y Griego 46). Despite these safeguards, very few of the
agreements of the contract were honored. When referencing the politics of the initial program,
José García states that “the program was plagued by problems, and México was more than
happy to see it end on the 31 December 1919” (21). This experience prompted the Mexican
government to enact more stringent legislation with the Mexican Labor Law in 1931, which
forced U.S. employers to supply fixed wages and contracts to Mexican laborers (García 22).
Although the importation of Mexican trabajadores persisted during the 1930s in
relatively small amounts, the demand for labor sharply rose due to U.S. involvement in World
War II (Cohen 10). Needing to meet the need for both domestic and allied food consumption,
the U.S. government once again turned to México to fulfill the demand for food production.
The major shift in the U.S. - Mexican labor relations was highlighted with the passage of the
Mexican-United States program of the Loan of Laborers (Cohen). The Loan of Laborers
program, which would eventually be referred to as the Bracero program (from brazos, meaning
strong-armed), was a mechanism by which Mexicans were sent to work in certain agricultural
areas of the United States under a series of bilateral agreements with México that spanned two
decades (García y Griego 45). Weary, and cognizant of the overt harassment and
discrimination many of its citizens were subjected to, particularly those who resided in Texas,
the Mexican government placed the state of Texas on its “black list” from 1942-1947 (Scruggs
255). The tension of satisfying the Mexican government’s petition to end discrimination
against mexicanos and the pressure from agricultural growers to remove the ban on importing
labor, prompted the state of Texas to create the Good Neighbor Commission in 1943, which
sought to improve the social and economic working conditions of Mexican laborers and other
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citizens (Scruggs 257). During its lifetime, the Bracero program handed 4.5 million work
contracts and employed 2 million Braceros in the agricultural sector (Mize and Swords 3).
From a historical standpoint, the Bracero program narrative is frequently portrayed as
the dehumanization of millions of mexicanos who filled the ranks as laborers in U.S. fields
during World War II. The program convincingly satisfied the thirst for cheap labor on U.S.
agricultural fields, and thus many farm organizations lobbied for its continuance, which
ultimately existed for over twenty years (Martin and Teitelbaum 122). Much of the literature
and research dedicated to studying and understanding the Bracero program has often been
about critiquing its structures, processes, and policies, which led to inhumane and intolerable
acts of discrimination and dehumanization. According to G. González, the “Bracero Program
was identical in many respects to traditional forms of colonial labor exploitation, in that the
Braceros were systematically controlled and denied to the right to organize, to bargain over
wages individually or collectively, to protest, and to change residence or employer” (35).
Additionally, the Bracero program often suffered from lack of enforcement, regulation, and
compliance. Bracero living conditions were substandard and insufficient as many men often had
feelings of isolation, depression, and dehumanization (Mize and Swords 18). Ironically, it was in
this same context that Braceros found themselves subject to intense control and surveillance
(Mize and Swords, 5). One such example was a case where Braceros complained to authorities
that they were worked from 15 to 19 hours a day and were not paid adequately for their hard
work (Garcia 45).
Despite the changing cultural, social, and political climates in the U.S., Cohen observes
that, “Braceros had their own reasons for wishing to migrate, ones based on conditions
affecting individuals, families, and communities” (67). The desire and motivation for Braceros to
leave their country, communities, and families para ir a buscar la vida provided a rich platform
for understanding the complexities of Bracero life. The pressure of providing for oneself and for
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a family proved to be overwhelming for millions of Mexican men, and the Bracero program
provided an alternative to the scarcity of work in México. When interviewed by his
granddaughter, Idalia Leanos, about the motives that made him leave his family and head for
the U.S., Bracero Don Heriberto Eguía responded, “The motive was necessity. One had to
provide for his family,” said Don Heriberto. “I left my wife in Cruz de Elorza, Nuevo León, in
search for a better life.” The Mexican government’s inability to provide employment for its
citizenry, coupled with aspirations to reap the benefits of working in the “land of opportunity”
fueled Don Heriberto’s and millions of other mexicanos’ desire to do what was necessary to get
contracted as Braceros. For Don Héctor Pérez, originally from the Mexican state of
Guanajuato, his faith, economic condition, and desire to eat loaves of bread from the U.S.
motivated him to find employment in the country. The Bracero program afforded him a golden
opportunity to achieve his dream of working in the United States. Don Héctor asserted his
determination and ambition to find work in the U.S. when he spoke about his first time being
contracted to work in San Perlita, Texas in the late 1950s:
En México se vive con la pobreza y mucha
hambre. Yo escuchaba lo delicioso de los panes de
los Estados Unidos (EE.UU.). Yo soñaba con ir
a los EE.UU. para comer ese pan. La primera
vez que fui contratado, le dije a un amigo que iba
a comprar comida que me comprára una barra de
pan. Esa noche me comí el pan entero y nada más
por las ganas que tenía de comer ese pan.

In México one lives with poverty and much
hunger. I heard how delicious the loaves of
bread from the U.S. were. I would dream of
going to the U.S. to eat that bread. The first
time I was contracted, I told a friend who was
going to buy food to buy me a loaf of bread.
That night, I ate the entire loaf of bread and
nothing else because of the desire I had to eat
that bread.

Don Héctor’s narrative has compelled us to interpret and contextualize the symbolic
reference of the bread. The bread satisfied the physical hunger for many of the Braceros. The
bread also represented the money to be earned by laboring long hours in intense weather
conditions. For many men and their families, the bread symbolized a better life—a new life that
was filled the potential of abundant educational and economic opportunities for themselves and
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their families. The dynamics of Bracero life were more complex than just the monotonous,
physical nature of fieldwork, but it inherently challenged their views of society and politics.
Despite the adverse conditions that most Braceros found themselves in, there were
many instances in which these men displayed acts of agency and provided alternate accounts of
the program, which provide a more heterogeneous account of what has become the dominant or
“master” narrative of the Bracero experience. When interviewed, several men shared numerous
accounts of abuse and embarrassment that profoundly affected their attitudes about
participating in the program. When describing his experience as a Bracero in the 1950s, Don
Héctor clearly remembers the humiliation he endured after being processed at the Hidalgo,
Texas processing center. “Upon arrival at the international bridge in Reynosa,” recalled Don
Héctor, “there was a person holding a pump full of dust. I had to remove my shirt, and he
sprayed my underarms, private parts and head. Immediately after the spraying, I went to take
my photograph for the ‘mica’ [see Figure 3] without washing myself.”
Another Bracero, Don Prisciliano de la Cruz, originally from Doctor Coss, Nuevo León,
remembers the tension between mexicanos and whites when he was contracted to work in Fort
Stockton, Texas in 1961. “The whites would call us ‘dirty Mexicans’ or ‘dirty Indians’ in
English,” said Don Prisciliano. “There would be an occasional confrontation between us and
them because we didn’t like to be called those things.” Overt forms of discrimination and racism
were clearly evident to many Braceros; yet they labored diligently to complete their duties.
Through conversations with Braceros, it became apparent to us that deep, personal feelings of
anxiety and self-doubt permeated their minds, which were exacerbated by existing cultural,
political, and social structures in a foreign nation. Don Prisciliano’s commentary provides vital
insight to underpinning assumptions and beliefs about laboring in the U.S.:
Tenía miedo porque no sabía hablar en inglés y
los americanos no entendían nuestro idioma. Ese

I was afraid because I did not know how to
speak English and the White people did not
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era mi problema más grande. Yo sentía un
extraño con ellos y no me gustaba la forma en que
nos comunicabamos, a veces a señas. Yo me sentía
incapaz, no tenía potencia para usar lo que yo era
en ese tiempo. El primer año no quise nada con
nadie ni con el Estados Unidos. No me gustó para
nada.

understand our language. That was my
biggest problem. I felt uneasiness while
working with them and I did not like the way
we communicated with one another, at times
with hand signals. I felt that I was incapable
and powerless to really utilize what I was
during that time. The first year I did not
want to deal with anyone or anything, not
even with the U.S. I didn’t like it all.

Figure 3. Bracero Mica, courtesy of Cosme González

Community Knowledge
The contributions by individuals in our communities have served to construct narratives that
have the power to transform and liberate individuals and communities (Guajardo and Guajardo
Transformative 20), yet in most cases they go unheard and untold. By working in a collaborative
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manner, educators and students are able to develop new partnerships with the storytellers,
which enrich and inform the curriculum, as well as to give ‘voice’ to individuals in the
community (F. Guajardo 29). This provides students spaces to develop and construct a new
reality by acting as agents of change. These elders or “conveyors of wisdom,” who have helped
shape and fashion society are celebrated and lifted as public intellectuals, as opposed to being
viewed as a burden to the community (F. Guajardo 33). Within this context, the “silent voices”
are heard which then can be utilized to generate new knowledge and challenge existing
pedagogies and curricula (F. Guajardo 33). When asked what advice he wished to share with
young people, Bracero Rosario Guajardo said, “I tell everyone to study hard, because ignorance
is very difficult.”
The rich testimonios shared by Braceros and their families highlighted that life-altering
teaching and learning moments occurred in non-traditional academic settings. Yolanda PérezSáenz, daughter of Héctor Pérez, remembers working alongside her father during her youth
and how that played a crucial role in her life. “During the summers my siblings and I used to
pick fruits with my dad,” said Pérez-Sáenz. “My dad would tell all of us that education is the
only way out of that type of work. I really believed that and with the support of my family I
was the first one out of seven siblings to graduate from college.” For Pérez-Sáenz it was her
father’s lofty expectations and support that compelled and inspired her to pursue higher
education. “People ask me, ‘How did I know I was going to be a teacher?’ I’d reply because my
father told me I was going to be a teacher.” The narratives and oral histories of family members
documented by the collective of students, professors and elders served as a vehicle for dialogue
and reflection, through which students began to create a different ontology that informed their
learning. This dynamic and engaged process served both learning and social processes that
provided the spaces for establishing personal connections grounded in integrity and respect for
the elders. Similarly, María Hinojosa, granddaughter of bracero Cipriano Gallardo, who passed
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away a few years ago, also recalls her grandfather’s aspiration to construct a new life for his
family. “My grandfather came over to the U.S.,” said María, “so that his family could achieve
the American Dream. He always told us he did not want us to work in the fields.” Hinojosa
revealed the lasting legacy of her grandfather. “He has embedded the value of education and the
value of family. He told me ‘you’re going to be a teacher,’ because to him teachers were the
most respected people in the world.” Collective inquiry, critical pedagogical approaches, and
community as text have created new ways of thinking in which our history becomes the
curriculum (Guajardo and Guajardo Transformative 4). This deliberate community-centered
method, which has been grounded in the values of our local community context, has informed
the way we make sense of the world, how we filter the observables collected from the research,
and how we perceive teaching and learning should take place in our communities and
institutions.
Moreover, their stories capture the experiences of a community that often are excluded
from U.S. narratives. In turn, these stories are often lost. Upon reflection of the project, María
Hinojosa, shared that “I don’t have his story captured. I never took the time to deeply engage in
conversation with him . . . I never did that.” In order to counter deficit frameworks that
permeate educational institutions, Ladson-Billings advises that we need to have opportunities
to explore alternative research paradigms that include the voices of communities in nonexploitative ways. Otherwise, they will either go unheard or remain private (Ladson-Billings
473). “I’m going to tell you frankly,” said Bracero Francisco Márquez, originally from
Zacatecas, México, “these stories, the ones I’m sharing with you right now, I’ve only shared
with my children.” Recognizing that traditional research paradigms often silence and/or
construct deficit narratives about immigrant communities called the researchers to tap into the
resources embedded in the community that would allow for the recovery of their voices without
dehumanizing the Braceros, and also honoring their stories.
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Dignidad, Respeto, y Acción
Personal and intimate stories about unique experiences have truly filled in the gaps of the
traditionally published literature. We firmly believe that to arrive at this juncture, efforts must
be made to establish honest, respectful relationships with individuals. The Bracero narrative
must not be rendered and perceived as an essentialized universal story of the exploitation of
Mexican laborers, which serves to perpetuate the stereotypical notions of Mexicans as sources
of cheap, disposable labor, and colonized subjects with little to no agency. Rather, it is a
dynamic and vibrant narrative that necessitates the inclusion of multiple voices and identities
that have shaped it, to help disrupt and shatter prevailing narratives that have been
internalized as reality. Contemporary discourses of labor often lead individuals to perceive
Mexican laborers as passive and docile individuals who toil endlessly without complaining or
questioning their superiors’ orders. Rarely are they acknowledged as individuals who display
deeds of agency and resistance, yet, historically, resistance and agency are inextricably part of
their history.
In many cases, because of the program’s strict guidelines coupled with the extremely
high demand for contractual work, many Mexicans were unable to be employed. For Bracero
Don José Luna Vaca, age restrictions were an obstacle he had to overcome. “I lied about my
age,” recalled Don José. “I was seventeen years old and I told the woman taking our
information to write down that I was eighteen in order to get contracted.” The rigors of the
Bracero life were complex and challenging for men, yet it produced familial strains in which
women in particular often experienced anxieties due to their assumed role of head of the
household and trying to manage to support the family. As such, women fulfilled equally
important roles during the Bracero experience. Doña Francisca Eguía, wife of Don Heriberto
Eguía, described how she managed to keep the family together and take care of her children
while her husband was working in the U.S. “I had the support of my mother and siblings,” said
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Doña Francisca. “I thank God that while my husband was working for a better life, I had my
family there to support us. Because when your husband leaves you with children . . . it’s a
struggle.”
Despite the rigid guidelines that constituted the Bracero program, Braceros often
displayed the courage and agency to act on injustices that they endured. Don Rosario Guajardo,
who worked the fields in West Texas in the late 1950s, spoke about the difficulty of working in
the harsh environment and reasons for organizing other Braceros and protesting injustices:
Pizcábamos el algodón chubasco, teníamos que
usar tafetán en los dedos, todos hechos
garras…Nos pusimos de acuerdo para regresar a
Monterrey, México. Le avisamos al consulado que
no podíamos trabajar en esas condiciones. El
consulado nos encontró trabajo en Misión, Tejas.

We picked “hurricane” cotton, we had to use
taffeta on our fingers, which were all torn up
and bleeding. We agreed to return to
Monterrey, México. We informed the
consulate that we could not work under those
conditions. The consulate found us work in
Mission, Texas.

Don Prisciliano shared with us a similar experience when describing his first time in Fort
Stockton, Texas in the early 1960s, in which he proactively sought to remedy the unjust
working conditions affecting himself and other Braceros. According to Prisciliano:
Habíamos ido ahí a pizcar algodón y el ranchero
no nos pagaba la toda la cantidad por todo el
trabajo que habíamos hecho. Éramos entre
cuarenta y cincuenta en ese tiempo y yo le escribí
una carta al consulado de México, en el condado
de Pecos explicándole los problemas con el
ranchero. Unos días después, el consulado llegó y
habló con el ranchero. Nos dijeron que nos iban a
pagar lo que nos debían y nos garantizaron tres
meses más de trabajo.

We had gone there to pick cotton and the
rancher was not paying us the full amount for
the work we did. There were about forty or
fifty of us at that time and I wrote a letter to
the Mexican Consulate in Pecos County
explaining our problems with the rancher. A
few days later, the consulate showed up and
spoke to the rancher. They told us that they
were going to pay us what was owed and
guaranteed us another three months of work.

Don Pancho, who was contracted to work on the Galloway Dairy Farm in Edcouch, Texas in
the early 1950s, described the lengths he endured to retain his job as a milkman on the dairy
farm after his Bracero contract had expired:
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La ley me levantaba y me llevaba al puente, me
echaban por Reynosa. Para las siete de la mañana
ya estaba en el trabajo. Sólo Dios y yo sabíamos
que desvelado y cansado que andaba por cruzar el
río. La gente me preguntaba ¿no te echó la chota
ayer? Y yo les respondía, no me echaron sino no
estuviera aquí. Esto me pasó cinco veces.

Law officers would pick me up and take me,
to the bridge, they would send me to
Reynosa. By seven o’clock the next morning
I was already at work. Only God and I know
how sleep deprived and exhausted I was from
crossing the river. People would ask me,
‘didn’t the law deport you yesterday?’ I
would reply, no they didn’t deport me
because if they did I would not be here. This
happened to me five times.

Such acts of resiliency are rarely highlighted in literature about the Bracero program, yet are
vital to provide a holistic view of the complex nature of the program and to validate the spirit
embodied by the individuals who labored for a better life.
Creando Comunidad
How were Braceros, such as Don Prisciliano, able to cope and function productively under such
demanding and dehumanizing conditions? For many Braceros, forming and establishing social
networks that provided much needed social support, proved to be a vital element for
persevering in the United States. Ultimately, Don Prisciliano found strength, support, and
motivation through his relationships with other men who shared many of his feelings and
concerns. His personal relationships with other Braceros had a transformational and profound
effect on his self-confidence and identity formation, and provided the support and
encouragement needed to continue his quest to improve his economic situation by toiling the
harsh, unforgiving fields:
En el segundo año me comencé yo a juntar con
otros mexicanos como yo pero nacidos aquí en
Estados Unidos en Tejas. Me junté con dos de
Corpus y otro de Mathis, Tejas y nos
comprendimos bien los cuatro. Fueron mis amigos
y ya me fui yo desenvolviendo y agarrando más
confianza yo con mi modo y con la forma que yo
creía de mí, porque a veces me sentía incapaz. No
tenía potencia para usar lo que yo era en ese

The second year in the U.S. I became friends
with some mexicanos who were born here in
the United States, in Texas. I hung out with
two from Corpus Christi and another from
Mathis, Texas. They were my friends and so
I began to evolve and became more confident
in myself and the way I thought of myself
because sometimes I would feel that I was
incapable. I did not have the potential to use
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tiempo como yo me sentía y cuando me hice
amistad con ellos me dio ánimo y entonces creí en
mí mismo.

what I was at that time and when I developed
a friendship with them it gave me motivation
and then I began to believe in myself.

The connections with other individuals equipped Don Prisciliano, and presumably many
other Braceros, with the necessary tools and skills for adapting and thriving in difficult
conditions. Additionally, one of the more insightful observations that surfaced from the
research was that several of the Braceros formed life-long relationships with their employers.
Through a display of hard work and a spirit of loyalty, Bracero Don Pancho Márquez
eventually earned the trust of his employer and ultimately formed a strong relationship, which
continues until this day. Neal Galloway, who owned the Galloway dairy farm in Elsa, Texas,
spoke about Don Pancho. “Pancho came to the farm looking for a job,” said Galloway when
asked to share his recollections about Don Pancho’s arrival at the family farm. “When we sold
our route to Hygeia dairy company, we sold it under the condition that Pancho was in charge of
delivering the milk. He stayed with us for 26 or 27 years.” Don Pancho’s story exemplifies the
work ethic, dependability, drive, and trust the many Braceros achieved during their lifetime as
they negotiated social and political structures in order to construct a stable life in the U.S.
Similarly, Don Héctor humbly described how he eventually became the owner of the orange
grove fields where he once labored as a Bracero, now called Pérez Groves (see Figure 4) in
Edinburg, Texas.
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Figure 4. Don Héctor with family at Pérez Groves, Edinburg, Tx. Photo courtesy of Samuel
García Jr.

Uno de mis sueños era vivir en los Estados
Unidos. Otro de mis sueños era prosperar y salir
de la miseria. Afortunadamente para mí, llegué a
trabajar para el señor Hender Aderhold y él me
dio su ayuda y apoyo. Llegué hacer mayordomo
del rancho y controlaba casi todo. Cuando decidió
retirarse, él me dijo que quería que yo me quedara
con el negocio. Le dije que no tenía dinero para
correr este negocio. Me dijo que me iba a prestar el
dinero. Todo lo que tengo se lo debo a él y a su
familia. Quiero agradecer a la familia Aderhold
por su apoyo.

One of my dreams was to live in the United
States. Another of my dreams was to prosper
and get out of poverty. Fortunately for me, I
came to work for Mr. Hender Aderhold and
he gave me his help and support. I became
the foreman of the farm and controlled
almost everything. When he decided to
retire, he told me that he wanted for me to
stay with the business. I told him I didn’t
have the money to run the business. He told
me that he was going to lend me the money.
Everything I have I owe it to him and his
family. I want to thank the Aderhold family
for their support.
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Theoretical Framework
Our commitment is to highlight the stories by using a participatory action research protocol
and cultural fronts as a framework for analysis. The former privileges the voices of Braceros;
these observables are supported by literature and triangulated by witnesses who lived and
experienced life with these men. The voices of wives and children are woven into the narratives
to expand this experience into the families that stayed behind; ancillary archives, artifacts and
reports that expand the phenomena of this time and its impact on the people, the region and
subsequent generations are also consulted.
We borrow the concept of cultural fronts as a framework for analysis from Jorge A.
González, who argues that when different cultures meet, spaces of tension are created (4). In
that same context, opportunity for innovation is also nurtured. We explore the multiplicity of
this dynamic historical period in our borderland region and in the history of both México and
the United States, as we also celebrate the wealth of knowledge shared through the stories of
these brave families.
The strategies for data collection are predominantly dialogical and grounded in story.
The pláticas (Guajardo and Guajardo Brothers 66) we’ve engaged in during this process have
yielded a process that has been reciprocal in nature and given us catalytic validity (Lather 272).
The action has been evidenced, as it has become the classroom for our students, a point of
remembrance, and a living knowledge museum in the home of citizens who have become heroes
and public intellectuals. Sharing their stories in public has catapulted their humble lives to
become necessary knowledge to be privileged as it informs an important time in history.
Capturing the Stories
Braceros were actively identified through two means: (1) our elder researcher, Don José Ángel,
sought out Braceros from his social networks; and (2) graduate and undergraduate students
from university classes and student organizations used their personal and familial connections
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to identify living Braceros. Selection of the sites for the interviews that were conducted was
arranged to take place in the homes of the Braceros or at a location that was accessible to them.
Assisting in the interview process were typically teams of two or three students and professors,
each with specific, assigned roles. Generally, the interview sessions lasted about an hour and a
half to two hours, depending on depth of the stories. At the majority of the interviews, wives
and family members were present and provided valuable perspectives and reflections. These
interviews were constructed by a team of students to produce a documentary, which was
premiered at the “Voces de Braceros” symposium in April 2012 at the University of Texas-Pan
American (UTPA).
Consciously aware of our ontological and epistemological dimensions, the interviews
were conducted in a plática format, in which the Braceros and their family members were
invited to engage in a fluid exchange of stories and experiences (Figure 5). The plática format
created a different and more intimate dynamic in which the traditional ethnographic approaches
and power positionality of researcher and researched were disrupted. Graduate and
undergraduate students then transcribed hours of interviews into both English and Spanish
text. The transcriptions were then used to develop Bracero narratives, which inform this
document and will also be used in a future publication highlighting their experiences. In
addition to interviews, we collected observables in the form of photographs, documents, and
other artifacts that were shared by the Braceros and their families.
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Figure 5. Interview with Francisco Márquez, Edcouch, Texas, 2011. Photo courtesy of
Deborah Treviño.

Once the artifacts were collected and interviews recorded, transcribed, and analyzed, the
process of editing a video began. Our editing venture was a collaborative process in which
several individuals worked together to view, translate, and edit the pieces which best fit the
Bracero narrative. Through constant communication via e-mail, phone calls, meetings, and
class discussions, video was cut and woven into a narrative that captured the Bracero
experience. Selected stories from all the Bracero interviews were used in the documentary to
set historical, social, and cultural contexts as well as to highlight other emerging themes that
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were interpreted by the research team. Asael Márquez, grandson of Bracero Guadalupe
Márquez, composed the soundtrack for the documentary to complement the stories and diverse
themes of the emerging narrative. Once completed, the documentary was edited to aesthetically
represent and create a space in which the narratives of the Braceros and their families emerged,
were acknowledged, and celebrated.
This research project is grounded in a reciprocal mode where both the researchers and
the researched learn from each other (Guajardo and Guajardo Brown 503). Through the
reflective process, we placed ourselves in the middle of the research to disrupt the power
dynamic that researchers bring to marginalized communities (Guajardo and Guajardo
Transformative 8). These methods constructed spaces where honest, meaningful dialogue could
occur. The comfort of their surroundings coupled with sincere interest in their stories allowed
the Braceros to be at ease and fostered honest dialogue to occur between the researchers and
the researched. By having their stories actively listened to, the Braceros and their families
displayed a sense of empowerment and graciousness that was evident through facial
expressions, body gestures and emotional responses to our queries. The collaborative
documentary processes and practices used allowed us, the research team, to collect and
document the experiences of the Braceros, but also allowed us to form meaningful relationships
throughout the process. We were captivated by their stories and privileged to have chronicled
them on film. “We lived very difficult lives,” said Bracero Don Alfonso Alanís. “Thank you very
much for listening to our stories, it is a pleasure for us share them with you.” Their testimonios,
tireless work ethic, hope and imagination help us to capture the spirit of the human experience
of the Bracero program that helped to change the economic, social and cultural landscape of the
country.
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Impact of Process: Re-imagining Teaching and Learning
In re-imagining traditional frameworks for the production of knowledge, its analysis, and
privileging, it was necessary to do the same with our teaching and learning. Traditional
approaches to teaching have only marginally impacted the educational achievements of
Chicana/o students. Essentially, this project called for carving out institutional spaces in which
the epistemologies of Chicana/o communities are honored and imbedded into pedagogical and
methodological practices (Pizarro, Chicanas 25; Guajardo and Guajardo Transformative 16). The
process was grounded in dialogical approaches that allow for multiple voices, experiences and
perspectives to be heard, which helped create synergistic spaces where we collectively reflected,
analyzed, and co-created new knowledge and raised consciousness of ourselves and our lived
worlds (Freire 79). Our cultural intuition (Delgado Bernal 563) guides us and our students as
we negotiate the co-production and facilitation of knowledge that involved a handful of
educators from an array of disciplines (Education, Art, and Spanish) and well over a hundred
students—both undergraduate and graduate—from an even more diverse range of majors and
specializations (Educational Leadership, Mexican American Studies, Engineering, Business,
Spanish, Nursing, Graphic Design, and others). For Jocabed Márquez, granddaughter of
Bracero Guadalupe Márquez, critical pedagogy and the collaborative research process proved
to be a transformative experience that helped her develop her critical consciousness about the
contributions elders have had on younger generations. “They want the young people to hear
their stories and learn from them,” said Jocabed Márquez. “I realized that I was just concerned
about myself, and never took the time to acknowledge what they did for us. I grew up with my
grandfather and it took this action research project for me to learn his stories of hard work and
dedication.”
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Poema, Lecciones de mi Abuelo, por Jocabed Márquez:
Mi abuelo Guadalupe Márquez fue Bracero en
1959 y 1961. Yo no me acordaba de sus historias
que me decía cuando yo era niña, las había
olvidado. Pero su historia hizo que cambiara mi
pensar que cambiara mi forma de ver la vida.
Cómo laboró toda su vida en el campo, el campo
siempre fue su vida, ahí pasó la gran parte de su
vida, ahí derramó lágrimas de sufrimiento, pero
también sonrisas al ver que su esfuerzo no era en
vano. Sonrisas de alegría al ver que sus hijos
tendrían una mejor calidad de vida en Estados
Unidos aunque su trabajo no era recompensado
como él se merecía. Serían largas horas en el
ardiente sol y serían largos inviernos de frío y
dolor. Todo eso tuvo que sufrir para pagar su
estancia en esta tierra de abundancia. Y ahora mi
abuelo tiene dolor al caminar, su espalda se ha
quebrado, su cintura le es como fierros enterrados
en sus músculos. Aunque no lo expresa, aunque no
lo dice, vive en constante dolor físico, dolor
emocional al ser marginado por la sociedad, y a
veces por sus hijos y nietos. No quiero que su
historia muera. No quiero que su esfuerzo sea
enterrado, quiero que los jóvenes aprendan de sus
abuelos, y sepan apreciar sus historias, y la
educación que nuestros abuelos nos han regalado
con sus testimonios. Esta es la verdadera
enseñanza, la verdadera educación, la que cambia
y transforma el pensamiento, y la que cambia el
rumbo de nuestra vida.

My grandfather Guadalupe Márquez is a
former Bracero who participated in the
program from 1959 to 1961. I did not
remember the stories he used to tell me as a
child, I had forgotten them. But his story
changed my thoughts and my views of this
life. How he labored his entire life in the field,
the field was always his life, and there he was
a great part of his life, there he shed tears of
suffering, but also smiles to see that his
efforts had not been in vain. Smiles of
happiness envisioning his children having a
better quality of life in the United States even
if his work was not compensated in the way
he deserved. There would be long hours in
the scorching sun and long winters of pain
and coldness. All this he had to suffer to pay
his stay in this land of abundance. Now my
grandfather has great pain when he walks, his
back has broken, and his waist is like irons
buried deep in his muscles. Even if he does
not ever say it, he lives in constant physical
pain and emotional pain as he is marginalized
by society and those closest to him. I do not
want his story to die. I do not want his effort
to be buried, I want the youth to learn from
their grandparents and for them to appreciate
their stories and the education they have
given us through their testimony. This is true
learning, true education, the one that
transforms our thoughts and changes the
direction of our lives.

The border university that hosted this research has a student population of just over
19,000 students. Eighty-nine percent of the students self-identify as “Hispanic,” the
overwhelming majority of whom are Mexican American. The majority of the students engaged
in the project were enrolled in a class for credit. However, a number of other students
participated because of their commitment to honoring the stories of their family members and
communities. The project to chronicle local Bracero stories was prompted when the Mexican
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American Studies program at UTPA was to host the Smithsonian Institution’s bilingual
travelling exhibit “Bittersweet Harvest: The Bracero Program, 1942-1964/Cosecha amarga,
Cosecha dulce: El programa Bracero, 1942-1964.” Our first class indicated that we were about
to embark on something both special and unconventional. To begin with, despite the ethnic
make-up of our students, very few knew what a Bracero or the Bracero program was.
Nevertheless, soon after learning of the program and our intentions to conduct oral histories,
the students began to look deep into their own histories, question their elders and recover this
important part of U.S. and Mexican history that had been occulted from them. Most of our
students began a journey that led them to uncover the often-surprising fact that their padres,
abuelos, tíos and community elders participated in the Bracero program.
The educators involved have been teaching at the institution for at least seven years and
were prepared for such a response. After all, in the same Fall 2011 semester the university
offered almost 300 courses in the Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences as part of their Core
Curriculum (courses required by every student at the institution), of which only four were
directly tied to the students’ culture of heritage. Moreover, in both the College of Arts and
Humanities and College of Arts and Sciences only two majors required any coursework,
whatsoever, in the culture of heritage of the students and region. Therefore, from the
beginning we were already re-creating a space of inquiry that was far removed from the norm
at the institution. Moreover, we asked ourselves to move away from the books, even those that
discussed the Bracero program, and instead engage in place-based participatory research
(Guajardo and Guajardo Transformative 15). The hope was to engage in research, teaching and
learning that was centered on an Indigenous agenda of recovery, healing, mobilization,
transformation, and decolonization as imagined by Linda Tuhiwai Smith (34). All those
involved engaged in at least one of these processes, and some all of them.
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The observables collected from this research process are vast and compelling and would
require additional time and further analysis to truly understand the scope and impact the
research experience has had on individuals who contributed to the work. One outcome of this
research project manifested in the form of celebration on April 21, 2012, when some fifteen
Braceros took center stage and gave their testimonios at the “Voces de Braceros Symposium”
(see Figure 6) at the University of Texas-Pan American, in Edinburg, Texas. The day-and-ahalf-long symposium was envisioned and organized by university professors, students and
community elders to celebrate the efforts of the Braceros, give power to their stories, and to
educate the community about the impact of the program and those involved in the process. At
that moment, the Braceros were the center of knowledge, proving that “Chicana/o may deem it
critical to look within their families and communities and rely on the experiences and
knowledge of elders and then to reinterpret their own lives through these histories” (Pizarro,
“Chicana/o Power!” 68). By actively listening, reflecting, and engaging in critical dialogue with
these individuals, we are driven to map out our own narratives and reconnect with our
ancestors and re-imagine how learning and teaching takes place in our schools and
communities.
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Figure 6. Braceros at the “Voces de Braceros Symposium,” 2012 Edinburg, Tx. Photo courtesy
of Samuel García, Jr.

Impact of the Work
The impact of the Bracero program still resonates half a century after its final termination. The
cultural, political, and economic impact that Braceros and many other Mexicans have made has
greatly altered the social fabric of the U.S. (Trueba, Latinos 2). Throughout the 22 years of the
program’s existence, many lives and histories were changed. The stories chronicled during this
research opportunity serve to humanize and validate the experiences of these men and their
families and promote them as public intellectuals residing in our communities. It prompts us to
appreciate our history and the struggles of our ancestors who paved the way for us to thrive in
this country. This has laid the groundwork for us to reimagine pedagogical and curricular
approaches to teaching and learning. The observables collected from this research process are
numerous and would require additional time and further analysis to truly understand the scope
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of the program. The participative action work initiated by the Bracero project has continued to
grow and has been nurtured by individuals who have been deeply affected by this work. College
students, professors, and community members worked to create a Bracero mural (see Figure 7)
in San Juan, Texas. The mural was conceptualized and constructed as an artistic dedication to
the sacrifices made by the Braceros and their families, a celebration of our historical roots, and
to serve as a source of inspiration for future generations of students to continue to embrace
their heritage and work towards building sustainable, healthy communities.

Figure 7. “Braceros: A Legacy of Triumph” mural in San Juan, Texas by Raúl Valdez and
community team. Photo courtesy of Stephanie Alvarez.

Through the utilization of storytelling, dialogue, and place-based education, teachers
and students create the necessary spaces to have conversations about relevant issues impacting
their education, culture, and beliefs. Culturally relevant and affirming pedagogy (LadsonBillings 477) serves to provide students and others with the pathway to develop critical
understandings of social and institutional structures while providing a vehicle for learning. The
stories the Braceros shared have compelled us to critically analyze political, social and cultural
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practices as we work to educate young minds in a complex and changing society. They
challenge us to author counter-narratives in response to the dominant master narratives that
have for so long provided only one interpretation of history. By challenging the traditional
discourses that view our children as culturally and intellectually deficient (Valencia [SG13]),
we realize that by privileging our history, we are cultivating hope for social and institutional
change. We have a deeper understanding of our place in history and role in society, that we
possess agency to construct new forms of knowledge regardless of the dominant hegemonic
structures (Gramsci 13) that shape our reality. “We want the younger people to understand,”
said Bracero Don Francisco Márquez, “how our generation lived with much sacrifice in order to
live here and help serve this nation.” As Freire observed, “You cannot read the word, without
reading the world [SG14].” This project has informed our practice as educators and students,
but more importantly it has informed the way we view our history and our communities.
A Dialogical Conclusion Between Don Héctor Pérez and Daughter Yolanda Pérez-Sáenz
Yolanda: Mi papá vino a los Estados Unidos
para trabajar y batalló mucho porque tuvo que
dejar a mi mamá con dos niños chiquitos en
México.

Yolanda: My father came over to the U.S. to
work and he struggled greatly because he
had to leave my mother with two small
children back in México.

Don Héctor: Yo creo que fue una oportunidad
[el programa bracero] que se los dio a muchos
mexicanos y muchos de ellos sobresalieron, muchos
de ellos triunfaron más que yo.

Don Héctor: I believe that [the Bracero
program] was an opportunity for many
mexicanos, and many of them excelled, many
of them were more successful than I.

Yolanda: Yo estaba muy interesada en el proyecto
porque quería documentar su historia. Yo también
quería que mis hijos supieran quien fue su abuelo y
de dónde venía.

Yolanda: I was really interested in the project
because I wanted to document his story. I
also wanted my children to know who their
grandfather was and to know where we came
from.

Don Héctor: Para mi fue una puerta que se
abrió, que salí de mi pueblo, verdad, y conocer
otro lugar y ver otros lugares. Se puede [triunfar]
cuando se tiene el deseo, la ganas y como digo,
gracias a mis hijos y mi esposa que es muy
trabajadora.

Don Héctor: For me it was a door that
opened, that I left my hometown, right, and
was able to get to know another place and see
other places. It is possible [to triumph] when
one has the desire and drive.
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Yolanda: Para llegar de dónde él llegó hasta lo
que tenemos ahora es realmente extraordinario.
Poquito a poco trabajando aquí como bracero,
después mayordomo, y ahora dueño de Pérez
Groves, es una historia que se tiene que contar a
los nietos y las generaciones futuras.

Yolanda: To come from where he came from
to what we have now is truly amazing. Little
by little working here as the farm hand, then
the foreman, and now as the owner of Pérez
Groves, it’s a story that needs to be told to
the grandchildren and the future generations.

Don Héctor: Entonces, mi sueño se ha realizado.
Yo me siento realizado.

Don Hector: So, my dream has been fulfilled.
I feel fulfilled.
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